
Major Arcana

1. Magician - Manifestor of the physical world, communication / Needs to focus. The sprite in
this card holds the "As Above, So Below" stance. What we think about we bring about.

2. High Priestess - The Psychic, inner balance, intuition, perceptive, trust what you see or feel.
Listen to your dream state.

3. Empress - Self care/Self love. Nurturing, keeping family & friends together. I Want to move
forward but can't. Worries about others. Learn to take care of yourself first, then others.

4. Emperor - The control card. Being in control is knowing when to delegate and ask for help.
Being controlling is trying to do it all yourself.

5. Hierophant - The teacher, loves to learn, gets bored easily. Teaching and learning go together.
They may worry & have impatience.

6. Lovers - Card of Choices. A choice needs to be made, to deepen or expand, moving in or out.
Choices and decisions around relationships.

7. Chariot - The card of change, makes things happen faster. May be a move or change occurring
within 7 days.

8. Adjustment - The card of Balance. Restores balance & harmony, simplify what’s chaotic,
achieve clarity. / Listen to your heart & not others.

9. Hermit - Knowledge and wisdom. Gaining clarity. May need time alone to rejuvenate.

10. Wheel of Fortune: unexpected opportunity, creating fortune in your life, will fall in your lap.

11. Lust - passion for life, your expressing full creativity & strength, you trust your abilities,

pleasure.

12. Hanged Man - The self transformation card. Change that you initiate, must move forward to

a new beginning. Limit patterns that need to be broken. This hanged man holds the noose.

13. Death - The transformation card. Ripping away the past, stepping into new beginnings from

old patterns or relationships. Change that happens to you.

14. Art - The card of Alchemy. Gaining the power to manifest, make whatever you want in the

situation, create something greater. What you focus on will turn to gold.
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15. Devil - Stress. You must find humor in stress, you're being tested, need to maintain a sense

of humor, remain balanced. The devil spelled backwards is Lived.

16. Tower - Sudden change in plans, symbol of change & awakening to reality & what is true.

17. Star - Seeing your hopes & dreams come true, self-esteem, fame & recognition.

18. Moon - Warns of self deception, balance emotions to get through, commitment to reflect

yourself accurately.

19. Sun - Success, happiness, teamwork & collaboration, unlimited energy waiting to be used &

expressed. The happy marriage card.

20. Aeon - Expansion of your world and family. May bring up questions of family matters &

children.

21. Universe - Seeing your hopes and dreams come true within a year's time. A completion of

earned dreams, making a difference, expressing who you are.

22. Fool - Joker means without fear, taking a chance, expression of courage, driven by inner

guidance. You're a Fool if you do not take this chance. Opportunity.

Swords (Mental) - Minor Arcana

1. Ace of Swords - mental enlightenment, ah-ha moment, new beginnings. Mind has no doubt

or confusion. Expanded awareness. Creative thinking.

2. Two of Swords - peace of mind, satisfaction, clarity, understanding with self.

3. Three of Swords - endings, sorrow from the past, someone who wants to communicate from

the other side, death coming, ending relationship, negative thinking about the past.

4. Four of Swords - coming to a truce between two factors, agree to disagree, non-positional,

opportunity to move through conflicting issues.

5. Five of Swords - mental self-defeat, beating yourself up over the past, fear that one will be

hurt again, opening an old wound.

6. Six of Swords - logical thinking, open, stop analyzing, fair-witnessing mind.
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7. Seven of Swords - futility, helplessness, hopelessness, what’s the use, sabotaging mind, not

going to work.

8. Eight of Swords - interference from others, others telling you what to do, going back and forth

between two options, issues, situations, people and which is the better option or choice.

9. Nine of Swords - mental self-cruelty, self-judging, critical, wounds the self through thought.

10. Ten of Swords - fear of losing everything (mental not actual), despair, you've made a

decision that things will not work out.

Cups (Emotion) - Minor Arcana

1. Ace of Cups - emotional enlightenment, open, clear & trusting heart, the capacity to express

accurate feelings.

2. Two of Cups - love exists & is present, strong communication, love that is equal and special.

3. Three of Cups - abundance, emotionally filled, good feeling yourself & about others.

4. Four of Cups - emotionally comfortable & satisfied, feeling good about external situations.

5. Five of Cups - disappointment, need to look at glass half full.

6. Six of Cups - emotional or sexual pleasure, fun, renewing, revitalizing & regenerating.

7. Seven of Cups - emotional indulgence (worry, addiction, depression & moods), wallowing in

negative emotions, feeling sorry for yourself.

8. Eight of Cups - overextending yourself, emotionally drained by filling other’s needs. You need

to set boundaries. Overwhelm.

9. Nine of Cups - happiness that is fulfilling internally & externally, fulfillment in completion.

10. Ten of Cups - emotional contentment, represents energy & enthusiasm experienced at very

deep levels within & radiates out in all aspects of your life
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Wands (Spiritual) - Minor Arcana

1. Ace of Wands - spiritual awakening, stay in your authenticity & truth and not abandon

yourself, don’t hold back any parts of who you are.

2. Two of Wands - on the right path, optimum balance of energy, soul mate or unity card,

energy to move in new directions with balance & harmony.

3. Three of Wands - virtue, important to operate from a place of integrity, making sure mind,

heart & action are all conjoined & wanting to move in that direction.

4. Four of Wands - completion, something being completed as well as initiated.

5. Five of Wands - strife, anxiety or frustration. feeling limited, restricted, energy wants to be

used but your holding back. Conflict in beliefs. Need to release anxiety.

6. Six of Wands - victory, on the right path, experiencing a win-win situation in all areas of your

life.

7. Seven of Wands - valor, courage to move forward, break out of patterns, courage to stay by

what you value, trust your intuition and past experiences.

8. Eight of Wands - swiftness, communicate directly & take swift action; obstacles can be

transformed, someone trying to tell you something from the other side.

9. Nine of Wands - spiritual and intuitive strength of vision, unlimited strength to manifest

visions, insights and perceptions that are important to you.

10. Ten of Wands - oppression, feeling trapped or stuck, not expressing oneself or growing.

Disks (Physical) - Minor Arcana

1. Ace of Disks - new beginnings, success experienced internally & externally, new child, dog or

house.

2. Two of Disks - change, moving, opportunity to make external changes.

3. Three of Disks - work, job, persistence, tenacity and getting clear on your priorities &

commitments.
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4. Four of Disks - power, vitality, know what your limits & boundaries are & taking care of them,

setting limits, ball is in your court.

5. Five of Disks - worry, physical concern about health, finances, work, relationships. Need to

release worry.

6. Six of Disks - success, physical attainment & accomplishment. Things are going to work out,

success in producing something.

7. Seven of Disks - fear of failure, fear of success, you'll have an opportunity to move through

fears of failure or success, release old memories of failure.

8. Eight of Disks - prudence, wisdom, patience, you can experience harvest by using prudence &

attending to details.

9. Nine of Disks - gain, hitting the mark, physical profit, gain in all levels, tangible gain.

10. Ten of Disks - wealth, riches, abundance, prosperity, manifest abundance by communicating

or organizing things in your life.

Mental Mastery - Swords

1. Knight - person is moving forward mentally or in new directions, focused, determined &

intentional.a need to stay focused.

2. Queen - represents your desire to cut away masks of illusion, roles or defenses. Mentally

clear your mind, step back. focus on what you want.

3. Prince - represents new mastery of creative-intuitive thinking which is expanding & dynamic

in motion. Intuitive, makes things happen faster.

4. Princess - fighting for clarity, cut through the crap, trying to find themselves, practical thinking

committed to quality and excellence.
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Emotional Mastery - Cups

1. Knight - emotional loyalty, unconditional love, open & honest, forgives & extends

compassion, reminds us of the healing power of love.

2. Queen - represents the responsibility of communicating your feelings accurately and

honestly. Could be holding back, hiding feelings.

3. Prince - represents the desire to follow your heart and move in directions that are passionate.

Man who is learning his/her emotions or about himself.

4. Princess - represents an individual who has worked through jealousy, insecurity,

possessiveness & is able to love objectively & in a detached way.

Spiritual Mastery - Wands

1. Knight - mastery of visionary goals & changes inspired from our deepest core. Determined to

apply inspired vision w/o holding back. my way or no way.

2. Queen - self-knowledge or discovery, self-assured, won’t change her mind, don’t abandon

yourself in any way.

3. Prince - represents your desire to move creatively in new directions, card of fame, going to

receive recognition in the field.

4. Princess - spontaneous expression & liberation. some major fear has been released & there is

an experience of renewed energy. Starting to travel, on the right path.
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Physical Mastery - Disks

1. Knight - reap what you've planted, healer, abundant health & financial well-being, abundance

& prosperity.

2. Queen - build new worlds that are nutritious & fulfilling, sitting in a good spot, able to take

care of past debts, important to attain things, good health, finances, etc.

3. Prince - master of exercise & builder of new worlds that are beautiful and abundant,

promotion.

4. Princess - pregnant with an idea or having a child, desire to give birth to new forms, creative

power, owning your own business.
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